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MLORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

UJJECTs Declasstfcation Action-Report eof the M16 Rifle Review Pinel (C.;
dated 1 June 1968.

1. The Report on the M16 Rifle Review Panel dated 1 June 1968 was prepared
for the Office of the Chief of Staff of the Aray, by the Offlce of the
Director of Weapons System Analysis. The Ground Combat Systems Division,
Office of the Director of Weapons Systems, Ofr.e or the Deputy Chief of 3tiff
for Researoh, Development and Acquisition, is the suocessor to the orwignator
of the report.

2. This office has completed a review of subject report and appendioes 1
through 11 and has determined classification of Confidential is no longer
nioeded. The report Is now Unclaostfied. Selected extracts of the report A-0
.at Enclosure 1.

3. Notification of this declassit ication w,11 be forwarded to all
dttri'bution addressees and a deolassifled copy will be forwarded to the
Defense Technical Information Center, Cameron Staton# for file.

I Enal
as Colonel, GS

Chief, Ground Combat Systems
Division
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Appendix 7

M16 SURVEYS IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

A. Introduction

An urgent need for increased firepower in Vietnam was recognized

by the Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, when

he asked for 170,000 M16 rifles in December 1965.11 The request

was immediately approved and large numbers of M16's were introduced

rapidly into Vietnam in early 1966.

No serious problems with the M16 were reported for several]i months, but in the fall of 1966 excessive stoppages and malfunctions

began to be reported by units in U.S. Army, Vietnam (USARV). A

preliminary investigation made by the Customer Assistance Office

of the U.S. Army Materiel Command (USAMC), and technicians from

r: the Ist Logistical Command and USARV determined that a lack of( proper training and maintenance was the probable cause of the trouble.-

USARV then took steps to improve the quality of M16 maintenance.

* Among these, USARV requested in early October 1966 that U.S. Army

Weapons Command (USAWECOM) furnish technical training teaus.

As reliability problems with the M16 continued to be reported,
3ji military concern increased and both public and Congressional interest A

was aroused. This concern and interest brought about a series of

- -A field surveys by various agencies and commands. f
i Hq MACV Msg 42787, 060148Z Dec 65.

2 Hq MACV Msg MACJ42-MS 46816 230911Z Oct 66.V
7-f
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B. U.S. Army Weapons Command Surveys A

On 11 October 1966 USARV requested technical assistance in sup-

port of the M16 from U.S. Army Weapons Command,-
/ and three surveys I

were made: one from October 1965 to December 1966, another in January -

February 1967, and the third in April - May 1967.

October - December 1966

* The first USAWECOM survey team stayed in Vietnam from 21 October

1965 until 2 D.cember 1966. While the primary purpose of the tea
5 1

was to provide maintenance instruction to a nucleus of officers and

men from each brigade, who would then teach their own units, direct

support organizations wece also instructed.

The team taught maintenance in every major USARV unit except the

Iii 1st Air Cavalry Division.6 ! Students brought their own weapons,

magazines, ammunition, cleaning materials, and accessories to class.

A detailed inspection of each student's equipment revealed that with

the exception of the weapons of the 1st Brigade, 101st Airborne

Division, the 173d Airborne Brigade, and the 5th Special Forces, all

3
Hq USARV Msg AVHGD-MD 29518, 110206Z, Oct 66.

4 Ltr, PM-RS, USAMC, 15 Dec 66, Subj: Liaison Visit to SEA in

Reference to the 3XI16El Rifle. All information about this USAWECOM

survey is from this 15 Dec 66 report unless otherwise indicated.

.+ 5 The team, headed by Lieutenant Colonel Herbert P. Underwood

of the Office of Project Manager, Rifles, had seven other members,

four from USAWECOM and three from Colt's Firearms Division of Colt
Industries.

6 The Ist Air Cavalry Division had stated that it was baving no
trouble with the rifle, and asked that instruction be given only to

the small arms shop of its maintenance battalion.I - -
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IL
the weapons were poorly maintained. The most common faults observed

were:

Excessive oil on the weapon;

Carbon buildup in the chamber, bolt, and bolt carrier
group;

Overloading of magazines with 21 rounds of ammunition;

Oil and grit inside magazines (frequently accompanied
by lubricated ammunition); and

Failure to replace worn or broken extractors and extractor
springs.

Other deficiencies noted frequently were shortages of technical

manuals, cleaning equipment, and repair parts, and a general lack ofII knowledge of the M16 rifle among officers and noncommissioned officers.

The 1st Brigade, 101st Airborne Division, the 173d Airborne

J tBrigade, and the 5th Special Forces were the only units surveyed

that had received training with the M16 for a significant period

of time prior to deployment to Vietnam. Men in other units had

been given training in marksmanship but little or no instruction

in care and cleaning of the rifle. i

If The survey team verified the existence of a malfunction problem

and supported the findings of the preliminary investigation by

concluding that the malfunctions were primarily due to inadequate

cleaning, improper lubrication, and the continued use of worn parts.

The team believed, further, that poor rifle maintenance was itself

= 7-3
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the result of insufficient maintenance training; a shortage of technical

manuals, repair parts, and cleaning equipment; and a lack of knowledge-

able officers and noncommissioned officers. As a result of the tech-

nical team's visit the following actions were taken within USARV:

Instruction material on the care and cleaning of the M16 was

published and distributed at company or rifleman level.Z'

Emphasis was placed on the need for adequate command supervision

8/
of maintenance programs.-

New troops were required to receive a minimum of two hours

M16 maintenance training during their first ueek in Vietnam.

Immediate USARV inspection and repair of all M16's on hand by

divisional direct support maintenance teams and elements of the 1st

Logistical Command was directed.

Follow-up inspections by teams from the 1st Logistical Command

were directed to check on the effectiveness of maintenance training

within USARV.

7
USAWECOM Ltr, 25 Oct 66. User Care of the M16; USARV Combat

Lessons Learned, 28 Oct 66, M16 Care and Cleaning; USARV Training
Circular 5, 20 Nov 66; USARV Pamphlet 750-5, 14 Dec 66; and extracts
from several PS Magazines.

8I

, I 8COMUSMACV Msg, MACJ42-MS 46816, 230911Z Oct 66; USARV Msg
AVHGD-MD 30677, 181215Z Oct 66.
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January- February 1967

A follow-up of the first survey and instruction visit was

made by USAWECOM from 17 Januray through 20 February 1 9 6 7 . 9 /

No trip report, after action report, or other memoranda exist,

and therefore no comment on this survey can be made.

April - May 1967

On 17 April 1967, Headquarters, USARV, requested technical

assistance with the XM148 grenade launcher.I0 / A technical team

was sent in response to this request..- The primary purpose of

the survey was to evaluate and correct problems with the XI148

grenade launcher, but the team also examined large numbers of M16

rifles in the hands of troops to determine the status of mainten-

ance, the availability of cleaning materials, and the condition

4 of rifle barrels and chambers.i 21  The team was in Vietnam

9 The team had five members: its team chief, Major Emanuel
, iPodurgal, who was from the Office of the Project Manager, Rifles,

two representatives from 'JSAWECOM one from U.S. Continental Army
Command (USCONARC), and one from Colt's Firearms Division.

10 Ltr, PM-RS, USAMC, 25 May 67, p.l.

11 This team consisted of its chief, Major Podurgal, from the
I- Office of the Project Manager, Rifles, Mr. Wesley B. Eastis from

USAWECOM, and Mr. Kanamitsu Ito, Colt's Firearms Division
I

12 Ltr, PM-RS, USAMC, 25 May 67, Subi: After Action Report - I
AMCPM-RS Team Visit to Vietnam, All infoimation regarding this

survey is from 
this report.

;g--
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from 27 April through 18 May 1967, and during this time visited

the two Marine divisions and every Army division and separate

brigade (with the exception of Task Force Orgeon) 13- observing

rifles,checking maintenance shops, and conducting interviews.

M16 rifles were inspected by the survey team in troop units

and maintenance repair shops throughout Vietnam. The findings

of this survey were:

No major difficulties were being experienced with the M16.

There was still a problem with the extractor, but the frequency

of malfunction had been reduced through improved care and cleaning.

Men expressed satisfaction with the M16 and agreed that it

was superior to the M14 in the Vietnam environment.

About 50 percent of the M16's inspected in maintenance shops

14/
showed signs of chamber deterioration due to pitting.-

Accumulation of thick deposits of copl.er fouling in rifle

bores was often observed. This condition was worse in units which

habitually fired a large volume if tracer ammunition.

13 Why Task Force Oregon was not visfted is unknown.

14 These weapons, which had been turned in for repair, however,

I may not be generally representative of those in the hands of troops.

7-6
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The survey team concluded that the major problem was

deterioration of rifle barrels caused by chamber pitting and the

accumulation of copper fouling. It estimated that approximately

10 percent of the M16's in Vietnam would require a barrel

replacement every three months. To reduce the rate of barrel

deterioration, the team recommended speeding up deliveries of the

recently adopted improved lubricant (MIL-L-46000A) LSA and chrome

Iplating the rifle chambers.

?I
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C. Congressional Survey

en 2 ?y 1967, the House Committee on Armed Services appointed

a special subcommittee to inquire into the M16 rifle program,

naming Congressman Richard H. Ichord chairman and Congressmen

Speedy 0. Long and William G. Bray members. During their investi-

gation the mewbers of the subcommittee, accompanied by three special

assistants and one military escort, visited Vietnam from 3 to 10

June 1967. After briefings at both Headquarters, MACV, and Head-

quarters, USARV, they visited the two Marine divisions and elements

of five Army divisions. While in the field, they interviewed

commanders, logistic support and training personnel, and soldiers

and marines who had used the M16 in combat. Although some documents

pertinent to the rifle program were collected, most of the informationIL obtained by this survey came from personal interviews with men in

combat units who were armed with the M16. Each of the three

congressmen and three special assistants participated, and while no

* accurate count of the actual number of men interviewed is available,

one of the smecial assistants, Colonel Edward B. Crossman (Ret.),

estimated that he personally talked to more than 300 men.

No official report on this survey was published; the findings

* which follow are based upon observations by Colonel Croscman and the

3 team escort, Colonel Paul B. Henley.15 /

15 Ltr, Col Crossman (Ret) to Mr Ichord , 16 Jun 67, Subj: Report of

Investigations of the Ml6Al Rifle in Combat.
Memo, USARV for CINCUS.ARPAC and DA, 15 Jun 61, Report of Congressional

Visit (RCS SAOSA-9)
7-8
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At least 50 per-ent of the men interviewed had encountered 1:
serious malfunctions with the M16, most of them failures to ex-

tract.

The bolt closure device was used frequently enough to justify

the Army's insistance upon this product improvement.

Extractors and extractor springs required replacement fairly

often.

While there was no general shortage of cleaning and preserv-

ing equipment, many individuals were short of the critical cleaning

rod and chamber brush.

Approxima. ly 50 percent of the men preferred the M14. Most

of the men who wanted the M14 felt that it was a more reliable

rifle and were concerned about the M16's possible malfunctions in

Acombat.

The M16's light weight, full-automatic fire capability,

handiness, ease of firing, and light ammunition weight were all

factors mentioned in its favor.

A large percentage of the men appeared to be shooting their

rifles in combat, in marked contrast to experience in Korea.

I Many cases of a stuck or jammed selector lever were reported.

It was not possible to correlate kind of lubricant or method

of lubrication with malfunctions, nor was such correlation possible

7-9
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vith ammunition of a particular type or make.

Colonel Crossman recommended in his letter to Mr Ichord that

an immediate investigation be conducted of ammunition design and

manufacture, rifle design and manufacture, and maintenance in

the field to determine the cause and cure for failures to extract.

He also recommended modification of the selector lever and related

parts to eliminate any tendency to stick.

I t II

1w
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D. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Survey

The *Directorate for Inspection Services (DINS), Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration), conducted a field

survey in Vietnam from 22 August to 6 September 1967 to examine
16;

the performance of the M16 rifle.- Findings were to be compared

with a technical evaluation of the M16 already completed by the

Director of Defense Research and Engineering, who would then submit

to the Deputy Secretary of Defense a final report stating whether

any major deficiencies existed in the weapons and recommending

corrective action accordingly.

Emphasis was placed on identifying corrective
actions taken or required to improve the basic weapon
and its accessories, the maintenance and logistic
support thereof, and individual M16 rifle training
(CONUS and zVN). The effectiveness of supervision of
the chain of command was examined with respect to imple-
menting corrective actions down to the individual rifle-
man. The performance and acceptability of the M16 was
examined under a variety of combat conditions, terrain

and weather. Special interest examinations were made
with respect to additional field testing of the weapon
in SVN, reporting procedures for performance data, and
the effects of varying operating tactics (Nodes of fire)
on reliability. Finally, suggestions for additionaal
improvements to the rifle and accessories were solicited.-

/

The survey team questionnaire was completed by 1,585 men armed

with the M16. The following is a summary of responses to the

questionnaire* 18/

16 This team of six ofcr a eddb ao eea
Robert W. Strong, USAF.

17 Directorate for Inspection Services, OASD (Administration),
30 Sep 67, M16 Rifle Survey in South Vietnam, p.l.

18 Directorate for Inspection Services, OASD (Administration),

1~. undated, M16 Rifle Survey in Scuth Vietnam, pp 17-18. (DINS, OASD
(Administration)published two reports, the first undated and the

-1' subsequent one dated 30 Sep 67).

t 7-11COIIFIDEIAIL
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UNKNOWN
M Yes No N/A

1. Have you used the M16 rifle
in combat operations? 83% 17%

2. Has the M16 rifle performed

well for you in Vietnam? 85% 13% 2%

3. Do you like the M16 as an

individual weapon? 87% 12% 1%

4. Do you clean your M16 daily? 71% 28% 1%

5. Did you receive training on
firing the M16 rifle after

arrival in Vietnam? 82% 17% 1%

6. Did you zero your individual
weapon in Vietnam? 77% 20% 3%

7. Have you had stoppage(s) with
your rifle during firing? 19/

8. Were you able to clear the
stoppage and continue to fire? 72% 87 20%

9. Do you carry a cleaning kit
for your M16 rifle? 69% 29% 2%

10. Are you able to get cleaning
material for your rifle in
your unit? 827. 16% 2%

11. Have you received special train-
ing in the maintenance of the
M16 rifle under field conditions? 65% 32% 3%

12. Does your unit have a daily
weapons inspection by the chain
of command? 447. 53% 37.*1I

19/ None, 17 percent; few, 70 percent; many (more than ten),
10 percent; and no answer, 3 percent.

7-12
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UNKNOWN
Yes No N/A

13. Have you received the new

lubricant for the Ml6 rifle? 54% 44% 2%

14. Has the new lubricant improved
the performance of your M16?

(If you have used it) 667. 347.

15. Have you been told to keep your
ammunition clean? 96% 47.

16. Do you clean your ammunition and
magazines daily? 29% 69% 2%

17. Would it help to have all maga-
zines preloaded in disposable

sealed magazines? 86. 11% 3%

18. Do you usually load 20 rounds

in your magazines? 167. 83% 1%

19. If you usually load less than
20 rounds, how many do you

load? 20/

20. Have you used the BOLT ASSIST

to reduce stoppage? 44% 42% 147.

21. In combat have you usually
fired the M16 fully automatic? 387. 51% 11%7

The following OSD field survey findings were based upon a

synthesis of the data collected from the questionnaire and from

more than 600 personal interviews with commanders, maintenance

personnel, and riflemen:- 21

I

20/20 rounds, 16 percent; 19 rounds, 10 percent; 18 rounds, 67

percent; 17 rounds, 6 percent; and 15 rounds, 1 percent.
21 Directorate for Inspection Services, OASD (Administration),

30 Sep 67, M16 Rifle Field Survey Vietnam, pp. 13-15.

( 7-13
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Training

1. In general, adequate training policy, guidance,i and directives have been published by the separate serv-
ices and their subordinate commands in CONUS to remedy

the reported deficiencies contributing to M16 malfunc-
tions in South Vietnam.

2. Training in CONUS could be improved by addi-
tional emphasis on familiarization firing, use of im-
proved cleaning techniques, rifle disassembly and as-
sembly, and application of procedures to reduce stoppages!I(immediate action).

3. The functions of rifli inspection and mainten-
ance thereof in the field would be improved by increased
CONUS training of company grade officers and noncommis-
sioned officers in the nomenclature, functioning, care,
and cleaning of the M16.

4. Adequate policy, guidance, and directives have
been published by MACV and major subordinate headquar-
ters prescribing specific training in the familiariza-
tion, care, cleaning, maintenance, and zero firing of
the M16 rifle. These directives are available at all
echelons of command in South Vietnam as a basis for ef-

fective training programs for individual combat rifle-
men.

5. The interview of individual riflemen in South
Vietnam disclosed that compliance with MACV training
directives had not been achieved to the desired degree.

.1 This was caused by some failure to communicate to the
operating units, down to the individual rifleman, the

,* training directives issued by MACV and major subordi-
nate commands. There was also some failure in the
chain of command to follow up the implementation of I
the directives in order to achieve compliance. j

Support

6. CONUS support of the M16 rifle was found to be
adequate in every respect and improving. Adequate
quantities of repair parts, cleaning materials, and

equipment were available or in supply channels to meet
all requirements.

7-14
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7. MACV has directed appropriate action to insure
the availability to operational units of adequate sup-
plies, repair parts, and cleaning equipment. However,
the individual rifleman has not consistently received
these items on a routine basis even though available at
direct support echelons.

8. The principal direct cause of the stoppages of
the M16 rifle in South Vietnam has been the failure to
extract the spent case. In turn this is caused by dirty
or corroded cartridges, and improperly maintained chambers.

9. Adequate regularly conducted inspections of the
M16 rifle were not being accomplished in many units. In
the majority of units the inspection of magazines and
ammunition on a regular basis was rarely accomplished.

10. Almost one hundred percent issue of the new
LSA lubricant had just been completed to combat units
at the time of the field survey. More than one half of
those surveyed had used it in the field- and these re-
ported improvement over previous lubricants. Noteworthy
is the report of its rust and water repellant character-
istics when used by units deployed in wet and muddy ter-
rain.

11. Out of millions of rounds of 5.56mm ammuni-
tion expended, very few ammunition malfunctions were
reported. Where rifles were given proper care, indi-
vidual riflemen were unable to discern any difference
in performance or carbon build-up between ammunition
loaded with either ball or IMR propellant from differ-i ent manufacturers.

12. The new buffer for the M16 had been issued to
"i 1 all maneuver elements. Action had been taken to accom-

plish retrofit and had been completed in the majority
of these elements. Issue to all other units had been i
programmed and was in progress with scheeuled completionI during December 1967. In those units in which retrofit
had been completed, riflemen surveyed reported that it
had improved overall performance of cheir weapon.

13. No determination could be made of the effect
or the impact on the performance of the M16 rifle by the

7-15
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substitution of the chrome chambered barrel dua to the

small number of rifles in Vietnam so modified. Soonest
determination could be made of the effect of this modi-
fication if it is issu d on a priority basis to all U.S.
maneuver units in South Vietnam. Q

Current Problems

14. There are no major problems being experienced in
the field with the M16 rifle at this time that have not been

: identified and for which corrective acticn had not been
instituted. There are minor problems remaining which
are within the purview of the product improvement pro-
gram for the weapon.

Performance and AcceptabilityAN

15. The over-all performance of the M16 rifle in
Vietnam has had the revolutionary impact of dramatic
improvement of the combat capability of U.S. ground
maneuver units in all types of operations. This is in
spite of reliability problems caused by its accelerated
issue and employment on a large scale, and the less than
adequate preparation, craining and discipline of U.S.
forces for its support and maintenance.

16. The general Performance of the M16 rifle had
been satisfactory in Vietnam. Since June 1967, it has
improved steadily as a result of increased training and
discipline of the rifleman in the care, cleaning and
maintenance of the weapon.

17. The great preponderance of riflemen, their com-
manders and support personnel accept the M16 as the
proper infantry rifle for use throughout lietnam and like
it as an individual weapon. Only thirty-eight individualsj out of the more than 2,100 surveyed stated they would ex-

'- change their M16 rifle for another weapon. Of this group,

thirty-five wanted the shorter, lighter version of the
M16--the CAR-5 (XM77).

7-16
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E. Office of the Chief of Staff Survey

Early in November of 1967, the Chief of Staff directed a

review of the entire M16 rifle program.2L! On 8 November the

M16 Rifle Review Panel was convened with..n the Office of the Assist-

ant Vice Chief of Staff and instructed to prepare a comprehensive

history and evaluation of the M16 program, recommending further

action as required. This panel then conducted a field survey

of men armed with the M16 in Vietnam during the period 24 January

through 5 February 1968 to co.lect data on the reliability, status

of training, status of maintenance, and general overall effective-

* ness of the M16-MI6AI rifle system. 231 Specific objectives of the

field survey were to:

I. Determine the extent of corrective action previously

taken to improve the reliability of the M16 rifle system.

2. Identify current problems experienced with the M16 in the

field.

3. Evaluate the general performance and acceptability of the

system under combat conditions.

All major Army units and one Marine division were surveyed.

The survey team used two means of collecting data: personal inter-

views and a questionnaire. The interviews were with men whose

22 CSM 67-436, 8 Nov 67, Subj: The M16 Rifle Program.

23 This team of six was headed by Mr John A. Locherd from

S' the Weapon Systems Analysis Directorate of the Office of the Chief
of Staff, Army.

7-17
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primary duties involved either rifle training or the logistical

support of the rifle system, and with members of the chain of com-

mand within tactical units. The questionnaire was completed by

2,021 men armed with the M16.

The findings of the survey are summarized below. (For detailed

discussion see Inclosure 7-1.)

-5 Training.

I. A total of 23 percent of all men questioned who came direct

from the continental United States indicated that they had received

I no formal M16 training prior to their arrival in Vietnam. Of the

men from all other theaters, 73 percent stated they had not received

Ri such training before arrival.

2. Although 24 percent of the men ind-cated they had not

received any M16 rifle training before arrival in Vietnam, there

is good reason to believe that this problem will be reduced signifi-

cantly in the near future. Analysis of survey data reveals a pro-

nounced trend toward reduction of the numbers of men slipping

A through withoit M16 training. Only 4 percent of the men deploying

durihg October 1967 - January 1968, indicated they were untrained.

3. Adequate training policies, guidance, and directives have

- j been-published by Headquarters, MACV, and Headquarters, USARV. These

directives were not consistently available among units conducting

replacement training at the time of the survey.
i 4. M16 training observed at divisional replacement centers

did not always comply with MACV or USARV training directives.

7-18
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5. USARV M16 training policies and procedures did not dis-

tinguish among replacements by theater source or by the amount of

rifle training men had received before their arrival in Vietnam.

6. 28 percent of the men surveyed said they had not received

formal M16 rifle- training in Vietnam. The number of men who had

received M16 training in Vietnam varied appreciably from one rifajor

unit to another.

- 7. Many unit armorers lacked formal training and adequate

knowledge of M16 rifle maintenance. As a result of this failing,

1 jrifles that properly should have been repaired by the unit armorer

(those with a broken extractor, for example) had to be turned in

by the riflemen and repaired at a higher echelon. Other unit

armorer duties, such as periodic lubrication of detent springs,

were often neglected.

Maintenance and Supply

8. Adequate quantities of repair parts and cleaning mater-

ials and equipment were found to be generally available in Vietnam.

However, unbalanced distribution among depots occasionally resulted

in temporary shortages which did affect using units.

... i9. Cleaning materials such as the cleaning rod, lubricant,

- I ! brushes, and patches, were generally available to the rifleman

and he usually carried most items with him in the field. Pipe

cleaners and bore cleaners, however, were often not available.

7-19
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I 0. Men tended to clean their rifles two to t'ree times

more frequently than they cleaned their magazines and ammunition.

This tendency was ncouraged by unit maintenance inspections,

which stressed care of the rifle and failed to emphasize the im-

pcr tance of properly maintained magazines and ammunition,

11. Unit armorers frequently did not accompany units into

the field, and as a consequence field repair of weapons was

neglected.

12. The buffer retrofit program was not complete at the

time of the survey, although units within USARV had reported 100

percent completion of this program during November 1967. 84 per-

cent of those surveyed indicated they had new buffers.

Reliability and Acceotabilitv

13. Failures to extract still occurred with enough frequency

to reduce confidence in the M16. Among the men surveyed, 35 per-

cent had experienced at least one such failure within the previous

W four months. The average number of reported failures to extract was

4.8 per man reporting this type malfunction.
14. Attempts to establish a statistically significant cor-

relation between failures to extract and such possible causes as

poor cleaning habits, overlubrication, and the user's lack of

mechanical training were unsuccessful. Inability to statistically

isolate the causitive factors from field survey data suggests that

failures to extract are not caused exclusively by user abuse.
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15. Among those surveyed, 42 percent indicated that they

had experienced at least one failure to lock. Of those reporting

this type failure, the average number of failures was 5.3.

16. Half of the men reported having used the bolt assist and

69 percent indicated that use of the bolt assist had cleared the

malfunction.

17. When asked what weapon they would prefer to carry in

combat, 85 percent of the men wanted either the M16 or its sub-

machine gun version, the XM1177.

I 18. In general, men armed with the M16 in Vietnam rated this

rifle's performance high. Most frequently lauded were its light

weight and its firepower. However, m&ny men entertained some mis-

givings about the M16's reliability (33 percent made adverse

comments on either the rifle's sensitivity or its reliability).

Product Improvements

19. Although the chrome plated chamber has not been fielded

long enough to permit adequate evaluation, many men -who had re-

I cently received an M16 with a chrome chamber found the rifle sig-

-j nificantly more reliable than earlier models they had used.

j j20. The desire for magazines of greater capacity than 20

rounds was frequently expressed.

. 21. On-weapon storage capacity for cleaning materials is

required. At the time of the survey, there was no means satisfactory

L I to the rifleman for carrying these materials.

S ._7-21
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IGeneral Usage

22. *83 percent of all men suiveyed indicated they did test

I fire. The manner and frequency of test firing varied appreciably

among units. A greater percentage of leaders, from fire team

to platoon level, test fired than men within the rifle squads.

1 23. Within the theater, 10 percent of the men armed with

the M16 had never zeroed their rifles. About one-fourth of the

men zeroed when their weapons were issued at the beginning of

their tours and never thereafter, while about half zeroed quarterly.

USARV quarterly training requirements included zeroing of rifle!.

24. Anmmition loads carried by the men were generally ex-

cessive, although the loads varied greatly. Individual loads

ranged from 7 to over 40 magazines. In terms of actual useage,

_ f the average individual am unition load carried was from 39 to 41

normal consumption days of anunition.

- j 25. Most men loaded 18 rounds in their magazines; the theater

average was 18.3 rounds.

26. the theater cc _umption ratio of ball to tracer ammi-

tion for men armed with the ML6 was 4: 1. This ratio varied ap-
f -

preciably among units (unit averages were a product of even wider

1 differences among individuals, with many men firing 100 percent

tracer).i
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27. Men estimated that they used the automatic mode of fire

about 34 percent of the time and that about 60 percent of their

automatic fire was expended in short bursts.

A
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F. Analysis and Conclusions

In response to General William C. Westmoreland's request of

December 1965, the M16 was fielded in Vietnam as rapidly as the

rifles became available. The transition from the M14 to the M16

was accomplished so swiftly that most of the Army's combat forces

were equipped with the M16 after they arrived in Vietnam, or so

shortly before they left the United States that formal M16 training

prior to dcparture was limited. This accelerated introduction of

the M16 into Vietnam, along with shortages of cleaning materials

and repair parts, and generally inadequate knowledge of the weapon

on the part of the chain of command led to poor maintenance in

the early stagets of the rifle's use in Vietnam.
24/

In the fall of 1966 excessive malfunctions-- were reported.

The first surveys concluded that insufficient training of men

in the care and maintenance of the M16 was the basic cause of the

high malfunction rate, and a training program designed to increase

care and cleaning proficiency was immediately begun. Subsequent

surveys found Mi6 maintenance significantly improved and the mal-

function problem reduced.

Despite improved care, malfunctions continued to occur with

enough frequency to warrant concern. The Congressional survey in

June 1967 found user acceptability relatively low. At that time

j _24 Primarily failure to extract the spent cartridge.
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about one-half of the riflemen wished to exchange their M16's for

M14's, chiefly because they had misgivings about the M16's reli-

ability. This attitude toward the M16 was not entirely the product

of a bad press, or rumors, since many men indicated that they had

personally experienced one or more failures to extract while they

were using the rifle in combat.

In the fall of 1967 the Office of the Secretary of Defense

field survey found acceptability unusually high. 2 "The M16

has achieved wide acceptance throughout Vietnam. Only 38 individuals

of all those surveyed (2,100) would like to exchange their M16 for

another weapon. Of this group 35 wanted the shorter, lighter

version of the M16 -- the CARIS." (XM177) This acceptability figure

is misleading since the OSD survey questionnaire did not ask the

men which weapon they preferred. 261 A better picture can be

gained from responses to the OSD question: Do you like the M16?

12 percent of the men answered, "No."

.Findings of the 1968 survey conducted by the Office of the

.jChief of Staff are basically consistent with the other surveys.

These earlier surveys stressed the urgent need for improved care

of the M16 by the rifleman. Emphasis upon maintenance has reduced 3

the number of M16 malfunctions but has not eliminated the reliability

25 Directorate of Inspection Services, OASD(A), 30 Sep 67, M16

Rifle Field Survey in South Vietnam, p.15.

26 Men could write in comments on weapon preference but were
not required to do so.
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problem. It is clear that emphasis should be shifted to an exami-

nation of the entire rifle and ammunition system.

The following detailed conclusions are based upon the most

recent Vietnam survey, the January-February 1968 visit of the M16

Rifle Review Panel.

Policies and directives throughout Vietnam which govern M16

training, supply, maintenance, and user care and cleaning were

found generally adequate in January-February 1968. Continued com-

mand supervision is required to improve compliance with these

directives.

With the exception of Vietnam-oriented advanced individual

training for infantrymen, all M16 training given to men before

Their deployment to Vietnam should be improved. Many leaders have

been hampered in meeting their supervisory responsibilities by in-

sufficient knowledge of the M16. Frequently, riflemen receive

either poor M16 training or none before they arrive in Vietnam. 27/

In order to improve predeployment rifle training the following

measure should be taken:

i. Accelerate introduction of M16 rifles and M16 training

for all men in basic combat training at the earliest possible date.

2. Increase the amount of M16 instruction for supervisors in

all schools producing junior leaders, for example, NCO refresher .

courses,officer candidate schools, and basic branch courses.

.1 27 Recently improved clearance procedures within the continental 1
United States have reduced the numbers of men who deploy without
rifle training.
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3. Establish procedures to insure receipt of M16 training

for men on intertheater transfer to Vietnam.

USARV requires all replacements to complete the same M16

training program. Since many untrained replacements have arrived in

Vietnam, it is appropriate that two training programs be operated:

the present one for most men and another and more intensive

one for the totally untrained.

Unit armorers often lacked formal training and adequate knowledge

of M16 rifle maintenance. Provision should therefore be made for

additional training for armorers, perhaps through divisional

schools or mobile training teams from the 1st Logistical Command.

Men tend to clean their rifles two to three times more fre-t quently than they clean their magazines, yet corroded or dirty

ammunition and defective magazines seriously reduce rifle effective-

ness. Unit maintenance inspections should emphasize care of the

entire rifle system.

Adequate quantities of repair parts and cleaning materials

and equipment were found to be generally available in Vietnam.

- However, unbalanced distribution among depots has occasionally

Y jresulted in temporary shortages which have affected rifle mainte-

S . nance. The causes for this maldistribution shoild be ideniified and

1 .then procedures to achieve optimum distribution instituted.

7-27
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Although individuals usually test fired their rifles, the AN

nature and frequency of such firing varies widely among and within -

units. Test firing, when properly performed, will increase weapon

reliability, and significant improvement in rifle effectiveness

will be achieved by:

1. Isolation of defective rifles and magazines through

periodic test firing by individuals in a combat zone. The Project

Manager, Rifles, should develop a standard test firing procedure

for this purpose.

2. Continued command emphasis upon the importance of fre-

quent and properly conducled test firing.

Greater zeroing effort is required, particularly within

maneuver battalions. The average frequency of zeroing was every

4.96 months and 10 percent of the men had never zeroed their

rifles. Zeroing increases both hit probability and user confidence

AI in the rifle. It also stimulates the appropriate use of aimed

fire. Verification of zero should be integrated with test firing,

since any object that can visibly register hits may serve as a

target.

Current performance and acceptability data indicate:

- i1. The M16's high rate of lethal fire and light weight are

I iqualities particularly suitable for the war in Vietnam.

2. Failures to extract still occur with enough frequency to

reduce confidence in the M16, and these failures have several

I 7-28l ! :'. I."" C O FI D]E IA
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causes. Besides inadequate maintenance, such failures may result

from pitted chambers, from defective parts, or from faulty control

of ammunition case hardness. Consequently, both continued product

improvement and user effort are necessary elements within any pro-

gram to reduce the M16 reliability problem.

3. Introduction of the chromed chamber appears to have

reduced the number of failures to extract, but this improvement

has not been fielded long enough to permit adequate evaluation.

4. Most men armed with the M16 in Vietnam rated this rifle's

performance high; however, many men entertained some misgivings

about the M16's reliability. When asked which weapon they pre-

ferred to carry in combat, 85 percent of the men indicated that

28/
they wanted either the M16 or its submachine gun version, the X11177.-

5. A field malfunction reporting system should be established

throughout USAIV. While such a system does not produce reliability

data with laboratory precision, it does permit analysis of mal-

Sfunction trends and would contribute to further improvement in the

reliability of the M16.

I28 1 28 The M14 was preferred by 15 percent, while less than

-I one percent wished to carry either the Stoner rifle, the AK-47, the
carbine,or a pistol.
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I. Abstract

A field survey of men armed with the M16 rifle was conducted

in Vietnam from 28 January through 5 February i968 as a part of a

review of the M16 program presently under preparation within the

Office of the Chief of Staff. This report is an extract from that

review.

The purpose of the survey was to evaluate measures already

taken to improve M16 reliability, to identify current rifle problems,

and to determine the general performance and acceptability of theI • system under combat conditions. All major Army units in USA&V

and one marine division vere included in the survey sample. Two

means were used to collect data: personal interviews and a

questionnaire.

The survey indicated that the M16 rifle system was suitable

for the war in Vietnam. Particularly desirable qualities were its

high rate of lethal fire and light weight. However, failures to

extract were still occurring with enough frequency to undermine

confidence in the M16. Although men generally preferred to carry

I| this weapon in combat, some misgivings were entertained about its

I- i reliability. Introduction of the chromed chamber appeared to reduce

i 1the number of failures to extract, but this improvement had not been

fielded long enough to permit adequate evaluation. Many factors

cause failures to extract, and continued product improvement and-user

effort are required to im;rove reliability.

1 2
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I1. Purpose and Scope

Early in November of 1967, the Chief of Staff directed an

intensive review of the entire M16 rifle program. On 8 November

1967 the Ml6 Rifle Review Panel was convened within the Office

of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff and instructed to prepare

a comprehensive history and evaluation of the M16 program,

recommending further action as required. This panel then conducted

a field survey of men armed with the M16 in Vietnam during

the period 24 January through 5 February 1968 to collect data

on the reliability, status of training, status of maintenance,

and general overall effectiveness of the M16-MI6Al rifle system.

The information gathered has permitted comparative evaluation with

results obtained in earlier field surveys, and whatever insight

has been gained from the comparison, as well as che facts collected

during the survey itself, have been added to the overall history

1I and review of the M16 rifle program.

Specific objectives of the field survey were to

1. Determine the extent of corrective action previously

taken to improve the reliability of the M16 rifle system.1- i2. Identify current problems experienced with the M16 in

the field.+

the 3. Evaluate the general performance and acceptability of K
the system under combat conditions.

2!
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III. Survey Procedures

The panel used two means of collecting data: personal

interviews and a questionnaire.

The interviews were with men whose primary duties involved

either rifle training or the logistical support of the rifle

system, and with members of the chain of command within tactical

units.

The questionnaire (Section IV) was designed to provide in-

i Isight as to the reliability of the rifle system, the training of

the men who used it, and the manner in which the system has been

employed and supported. it was completed only by men armed with

the M16. In an attempt to avoid bias or inhibition, no one was

asked to place his name on the questionnaire and each individual

was urged to base his responses only upon his own experience with

the rifle. The questionnaire was administered by members of the

survey team and by the 22d and 90th Replacement Battalions. The

answers to many of the questions have permitted direct comparison

with results of the field survey conducted by the Office of the

Secretary of Defense from 24 August through 5 September 1967.

The survey data is based upon responses from 2,021 inen.

Since the primary user of the rifle in combat is found within the

infantry battalion, these units are heavily represented in the

sample. One half (51 percent) of all men surveyed were from

3
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infantry battalions and 681 (38 percent) had an lE military I,
occupational specialty (light weapons infantryman).

To assure a fair representation of experience under the

variety of environmental conditions found within Vietnam all major

units were included in the survey. (For the location of units,

see Section V.) The distribution of responses by major unit was:

Number of
Major Unit Questionnaires

Ist Infantry Division 109

Ist Air Cavalry Division 143

4th Infantry Division 51

9th Infantry Division 419

25th Infantry Division 80

Americal Division 285

101st Airborne Division 63

Separate Brigades (173d and 199th) 54

Other USARV Units 693

ist Marine Division 124

Total 2,021 1

Survey tear ,iembers selected were those men on the DepartmentiI
of Army Staff who were most intimately involved with and knowledgeable

. of the M16 rifle system, its training program, logistical support,

product improvements, and reliability problems. The team composition

is listed in Section VI.

11 4
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The survey team intended to cz- each major unit in

Vietnam. The Communist TET offe'"ive created a turbulent

military situation and shortages of aircraft which reduced the

number of units tha, could be directly contacted during the

survey. A broadened survey sample was achieved by administer-

ing questionnaires at replacement battalions to individuals

who were returning to the United States, having just completed

their Vietnam tours.

Information of immediate command interest derived from data

A
collected by the team was provided to the commanders concerned

during exit interviews. In those instances when corrective

action was appropriate, measures to relieve the situation were

immediately initiated by the chain of command.

1 -
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IV. questionnaire

M16A1 Rifle Field Survey, Republic of Vietnam
January - February 1968

What is your unit? (Division or Separate Brigade)

Grade How many months in Vietnam

Where from if not CONUS MOS __ Duty Position •
(Sgd Ldr, Rifleman, etc.)

1. Which of the following weapons have you used in combat?

a. M14 ; b. M16 w/o new buffer or chrome chamber ;

c. M16 w/new buffer only ; d. M16 w/new buffer and chrome

chamber .

2. Delete

3. Did you receive formal M16 training before arriving in RVN?

Yes _; No __. Since arriving in RVN? Yes _; No

4. If you received fromal M16 training, how many hours did you

receive:

Before Coming

to RVN In RVN

a. Mechanical training

b. Range firing

-~ c. Tactical live fire exercises __

5. Do you have the following cleaning materials or are they

available in the unit?SYes No Yes No

a. Cleaning rod e. Patches

b. LSA lubricant f. Pipe cleaners __ _

c. Chamber brush _g. Bore cleaner __

, d. Bore brush

6 UIB1F I U L I L
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6. Do you normally carry any of the following with you on combat

operations?
Yes No Yes No

a. Cleaning Rod e. Patches -

b. LSA lubricant f. Pipe cleaners _

c. Chamber brush g. Bore cleander _

d. Bore brush

If so, how do you usually carry them?

7. Is your rifle equipped with: a. New buffer? Yes ; No

(How long _. wks); b. Chrome plated chamber? Yes _; No _

,) (How long? wks).

8. When was the last time you zeroed your M16? - wks ago.

9. How many rounds of 5.56 ammo do you normally carry on operations?

ball _ tracer .

10. Do you lubricate your ammo? Yes _; No .

11. When was the last time you received instruction on the care

and cleaning of: a. The M16 (day, month, year);

b. Its ammunition (day, month, year);

c. Its magazine (day, month, year)?

12. Have you ever experienced a failure of the bolt to lock on

the M16? Yes _; No _. If so, how many times? .

13. Have you ever used the BOLT ASSIST? Yes _; No . If

yes, what percent of the time did it clear the problem?

i" -7
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14. How many magazin~eb do you normally carry on operations?.

15. In combat, what percentage of the time do you use the full

automatic mode of fire _____%; semiautomatic mode of fire ___.

16. When using the full automatic mode, what percentage of time

do you fire in short bursts (2-3 rounds) ____%; in long bursts

(10-20 rounds) %.

17. What is largest number of rounds you have fired in any one

I ! day of combat? rounds.

18. Have you been issued a card with care and cleaning instructions

for the M16? Yes ; No _ . If so, do you still have it?

Yes ;No .

19. Does your unit test fire individual weapons? Yes _ ; No .

A20. If the answer to 19 is yes, is a regular schedule prescribed?
Ii

Yes _; No _ . If yes, please explain the schedule

21. To the best of your recollection, how often have you cleaned

your M16?

22. How many rounds do you usually load in a magazine? rounds.

23. Approkimately how many rounds have you fired with the M16

during the past four months? 0-500 _, 500-1000 , 1000-1500 ,__

1500-2000 _, more than 2000 ____

] 124. During the past four months, did you experience a failure

to extract? Yes _; No If yes, how many times? _ times.

I .
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25. Have you, during the last four months, had prollems with a

round sticking in the chamber when it was left for periods of:

0-8 hours Yes _ , No ; 9-16 hours Yes _, No _ ; 17-24

hours Yes _,No

26. Does your unit have weapons inspection? Yes _; No

If yes, how many times a week? _ Who inspects the weapons?

Fire team ldr, Sqd ldr, Plat sgt, Plat ldr, CO? (Circle one).

Does your unit inspect magazines and ammo? Yes ; No .

I 27. Approximately what percentage of the ammo that you fire in

'i combat is tracer? _ .

28. Give to the best of your recollection, how often you cleaned

your magazines and ammo. .

29. Which of the following do you prefer as your individual

weapon? M16 ; M14 ; I6 Commando (X1177EI SMG) ; Other

- !(specify).

I 30. What do you like about the MIb?1

-k I 31. What do you dislike about the M16? _

= 32. Additional comments

I i
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V. Gereral Location of Units Survcyed

(24 Jamnarv - 5 Fcbruary 1965)
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VII. Itinerary Within Vietnam

(24 January - 5 February 1968)

Headquarters USARV 24 January

Headquarters USARV
ist Logistical Command 25 January

9th Infantry Division 26 January

9th Infantry Division 27 January

ist Logistical Command I
90th Replacement Battalion 28 January

Headquarters MACV

__ 90th Replacement Battalion 29 January

22d Replacement Battalion 30 January
Americal Division

Americal Division 31 January

Headquarters III Marine Amphibious Force I February

f ist Marine Division 2 February
3d Marine Division

1st Marine Division 3 February
3d Marine Division

Headquarters USARV 4 February
90th Replacement Battalion

Headquarters USARV 5 February

Headquarters MACV
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VIII. Analysis of Survey Data

General

All findings are based upon the results of personal interviews

and data collected from questionnaires.

Display and analysis of questionnaire data were simplified

through the use of a SLULX computor program. (Frequency distributions

of each questionnaire item are contained in Section X.) The SDUMX

program was also used to produce a series of matrixes which relate

responses to one item with those of another. (Items examined through

this technique are listed in Section XI.)

Major Unit Comparisons

Cleaning frequency and unit maintenance inspection data shown

in Table 1 reflect that:

1. Men tended to clean their rifles two to three times more

frequently than they cleaned their magazines and ammunition. This

tendency was encouraged through unit maintenance inspections, which

also -emphasizedthe rifle rather than the entire rifle system.

2. Frequency of cleaning was generally greater among units

that conducted more maintenance inspections. However, other factors

1 also influencedcleaning frequency, for example, how often the rifle

i was fired and the user's anticipated need for a reliably functioning

i I rifle. Nontactical USARV units, for example, cleaned less frequently

i than the theater average, despite a higher than theater average
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unit maintenance inspection level. The opposite behavior was

observed in the Americal Division where cleaning frequency was

relatively high and unit inspections infrequent.

Review of information regarding lubrication of ammunition,

test firing, and the buffer retrofit program (Table 2) indicates:
1. One quarter of all men armed with the M16 lubricated their

ammunition - a practice contrary to all published directives.

(During the survey over-use of LSA lubricant on the rifle and am-

I munition appeared to decrease as the survey team traveled north-

ward from the Delta to the demilitarized zone. The general climate

was dryer in the north.)

"i 2. Most individuals test fired their rifles. The lowest

incidence ot test firing was among nondivisional USARV units and

separate brigades.

3. The buffer retrofit program was not complete (84 percent of

4 1those surveyed indicated they had new buffers) at the time of

the survey, although units within USARV had reported 100 percent

-'I
I completion of this program during November 1967.

The following conclusions have been drawn from ammunition

consumption data and M16 training information:

1. The theater ratio of ball to tracer ammunition for men

armed with the M16 was 4:1. This ratio varied appreciably among

units (unit averages were a product of even wider differences among[
individuals, with many men firing 100 percent tracer).

14
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2. All men armed with the M16 had not receiv- formal rifle

training in-country (28 percent of the men surveyed indicated that

they had not received this training). Percentages of men receiving

training varied appreciably among major units. The low percentage

(61 percent)in the Americal Division was partially due to responses

from members of its l1th brigade, which had been in-country two

months and was not required to process personnel through the divisional

replacement training center upon arrival in Vietnam.

Major unit statistical data regarding .eroing (Table 4) and

failures to extract (Table 5) indicate that:

I. Zeroing of rifles varied appreciably among units (the

percentage of men who have not zeroed in the 25th Infantry Division

was three times greater than that of the 101st Airborne Division).

Differences among units with respect to personnel turbulence

and rate of weapon exchange also contributed to differences in

zeroing history.

2. Failures to extract have occurred with enough frequency to

I reduce confidence in the M16. The Ist Marine Division had the
I

highest incidence of this failure (an average of 7.0 failures per

-" man reporting failures within the last four months). Close com-

parison of failures to extract among units could not be made without

more accurate information about unit 5.56mm ammunition consumption

I rates than the surviey produced.

15
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TABLE LUBRICATION OF AKUNITION, TEST FIRING & BUFFER RETROFIT BY UNITI/

ACTIVITY _ _ _ _ _

UNIT LUBRICATION OF Al-IUNITION TEST FIRING BUFFER RETROFIT
(% Indicating Ammunition (% Indicating They DO (% Indicating They HAVE
is NOT Lubricated) Test Fire Rifles) New Buffer Installed)

Ist Inf Div 81% ( 103) 96% ( 107) 93% (109)

1st Air Cav Div 79% ( 140) 84% ( 128) 87% (142)

4th Inf Div 76% ( 51) 79% ( 43) 697. 51)

9th Inf Div 65% ( 390) 85% (407) 85% (419)

25th Inf Div 78% ( 76) 84% ( 77) 89% ( 80)

Americal Div 74% ( 271). 87% ( 281) 93% ( 283)

101ts Abn Div 66% ( 62) 95% ( .61) 78% ( 63)

Sep Brigades

(173d & 199th) 647. ( 53) 73% ( 52) 93% ( 54)

Other USARV Units 82% ( 660) 74% ( 631) 78% ( 693)

Ist Marine Div 94% ( 116) 92% ( 124) 93% ( 124)

THEATER AVERAGE 77% (1922) 82% (1911) 84% (2018)

1. Numbers contained within parenthesis are total men responding to the question.
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TABLE 3. AMMNUNITION CONSUMPTION & M16 TRAINING IN VIETNAM BY UNITIJ

A C I
ACTIVITY

UNIT AMMUNITION CONSUMPTION FORMAL 16 TRAINING IN VIETNA

(Consumption Ratio by Type Ammunition) (% Indicating Training WAS

BALL TRACER BALL TO TRACER RATIO Received in Vietnam)

Ist Inf Div 79% 21% 3.8 : 1 ( 109) 78% ( 107)

1st Air Cav Div 79% 21% 3.8 : 1 (143) 74% ( 128)

4th Inf Div 91% 9. 10.1 : I ( 51) 76% ( 45)

9th Inf Div 73% 27% 2.7 : I ( 419) 85% ( 377)

25th Inf Div 85% 15% 5.7 : 1 ( 80) 68% ( 78)

Americal Div 73% 27% 2.7 : 1 ( 285) 61% ( 241)

101st Abn Div 72% 28% 2.6 : I ( 63) 77% ( 53)

Sep Brigades 83% 17% 4.9 : 1 ( 54) 69% ( 49)

(173d & 199th)

Other USARV Units 85% 15% 5.7 : I (693) 63% ( 597)

1st Marine Div 93% 7% 13.3 : I (124) 89% ( 123)

THEATER AVERAGE 80% 20% 4.0 : 1 (2021) 72% (1798)

1. Numbers contained within parenthesis are total men responding to the question.
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TABLE 4. ZEROING HISTORY BY UNIT

ZEROING HISTORY

UNIT Total Men
Zeroed WIn Zeroed Over Responding

Never Zeroed Last 3 Months 3 Months Ago6' to Question

1st Inf Div 8% ( 8) 60% ( 61) 32% ( 32) 100% ( 101

I 1st Air Cav Div 8% ( 11) 41% ( 54) 50% (66) 100% ( 131

4th Inf Div 10% ( 5) 69% ( 33) 21% (10) 100% ( 48

I 9th Inf Div 16% ( 62) 65% ( 251) 19% ( 73) 1OOZ C 386

25th Inf Div 25% ( 19) 19% ( 14) 56% (42) 100% C 75

4 Americal Div 11% ( 30) 64% ( 174) 24% ( 66) 100% ( 270

101st Abn Div 7% ( 4) 73% ( 4) 20% ( 12) 100% ( 59

Sep Brigades 14% ( 6) 55% ( 24) 32% ( 14) 100% ( 44
(173d & 199th)

Other USAIRV Units 5% ( 28) 50% (300) 46% (275) 100% ( 603

lst Marine Div 6% ( 7) 87% (104) 7% ( 8) 100% (119

THEATER AVERAGE 10% (180) 58% (1058) 337 (598) 1007 (1836-

1. Direct comparison among units is misleading since the average length of time in country vare,
among units.

n
I

I £
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TAILE 3. FAMURZ TO EXTRACT BY UNIT

FAMLURI TO EXTRACTJ-/

UNIT Average No. of Total Men
7. Indicating % Indicating One Failtures (Per Han Responding
No Failures or Hore failures Reporting faLlures) to Question

lot tnt Div 68 C 64) 32% (30) 5.2 1007. ( 94)

stt Air Cay Dlv 552 ( 63) 45% (52) 4.9 100% 115)

4th tnt Div 68 ( 25) 32% (12) 3.2 1007. ( 37)

9th Int Div 562 ( 135) 447. (104) 4.5 100%. (239)

25th tnf Dlv 732 ( 54) 27% ( 20) 5.0 100%. ( 74)

Anerical Div 557 ( 64) 457. ( 52) 4.4 100% C116)

101st Abn Div 44. ( 23) 56 ( 29) 6.3 1007. 5 52)

Sep Brigades 57% ( 28) 43% (.20 5.6 100% ( 9)
(173d & 199th)

Other USARV Units 76 ( 432) 247 (136) 3.9 1007 ( 568)

let Harin. Div 52 ( 37) 48 (34) 7.0 1007 ( 71)

THEATER AVERAGE 657. (923) 35% (490) 4.8 1007. (1415)

1. Occurring v/in last four months

20
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M16 Training

Training before Vietnam.

A total of 23 percent of all men questioned who came direct

from the Continental United States indicated that they had received

no formal M16 training prior to arrival in Vietnam (Table 6). Of

those men from all other theaters, 73 percent stated they had

not received such training before arrival (Table 6). The pro-

nounced tendency for non-CONUS replacements to be untrained was

to be expected since M16's were not generally available for training

outside of the CONUS training base (84 percent of all men indicating

they were non-CONUS replacements were from units in Germany).

How serious the lack of M16 training for men prior to their

arrival in Vietnam depends upon how these men are employed after

their arrival. Of those men who indicated they had not received

any formal M16 training prior to arrival in Vietnam examination

by MOS (Table 7), duty position (Table 8), and grade (Table 9)

suggests that:

1 1. Many of the men untrained on the M16 before their arrival

I in Vietnam were assigned to infantry battalions (35 percent of

untrained men noted in the sample had lAOS's common to infantry

ii battalions).

I 2. A significant number of men in this group were in grades f
and duty positions that required them to have detailed knowledge

21
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of the rifle to meet their supervisory responsibilities (16 percent

of this untrained group were either fire team leaders, squad leaders,

or platoon sergeants ar 80 percent of them were in grades E-4

through E-6).

3. The tendency of men in this M16 untrained-before-Vietnam

group to be leaders was even mcre pronounced among non-CONUS

replacements (22 percent of non-CONUS i1lI6 untrained men were either

fire team leaders, squad leaders or platoon sergeants and 75

percent were in grades E-4 through E-6).

Although a high percentage of men indicated they had not

received any M16 rifle training before arrival in Vietnam (24

percent), there is good reason to believe that this problem will be

reduced significantly in the near future. Examination of the

untrained-before-Vietnam group by deployment month (Table 10)

reveals a pronounced trend toward reduction of the numbers of men

slipping through without M16 training (only 4 percent of the men

deploying during October 1967 - January 1968 indicated they were untrained).

Training in Vietnam.

All men armed with the M16 had not received formal rifle

training in-country (28 percent of the men surveyed said they had

not received this training). Percentages of men receiving M16N

training varied appreciably among major units (Table 3).
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USARV M16 training policies and procedures did not distinguish

among replacements by theater source or by the amount of rifle

training men have received before their arrival in Vietnam. The

number of untrained replacements which have arrived in Vietnam

suggests consideration of two training programs, the present one

for most men and another more intensive one for the untrained. If

two programs are not establishrd. then, as a minimal measure, a

.1 'system should be used which guarantees that the untrained replacements

will have a higher probability of receiving in-country training than

those with previous training.

Adequate training policies, guidance, and directives have been

published by Headquarters, MACV, and Headquarters, USARV. These

directives were not consistently available among units conducting

replacement training at the time of the survey.

M16 training observed at divisional replacement centers did

not always comply with MACV or USARV training directives.

Unit Armorers

Many unit armorers lacked formal training and adequate knowledge

of M16 rifle maintenance. As a result of this failing, many rifles

that properly should have been repaired by the unit armorer (a rifle

with a broken extractor, for example) were turned in by the rifleman and

repaired at a higher echelon. Other unit armorer duties, such as

periodic lubrication of detent springs, were often neglected.

.I f23
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TABLE 6. M16 TRAINING "BEFORE" VIETNAM BY THEATER SOURCE

-- " THEATER soL RcE/
2,16 TRAINING TOTALS
BEFORE VIETNAm CONUS WN-CONUS

YES 77Z (1506) 27% (12) 76% (1518)

23% ( 445) 73% (32) 24% ( 477)

TOTALS 100% (1951) 100% (44) 100% (1995)

I. Percentages apply only to responses of YES or NO.

There were 26 non-responses - ,11 by men from CONUS.

TABLE 7. THEATER SOURCE BY NOS FOR THOSE MEN WHO INDICATED
THEY HAD NOT RECEIVED A!N. FOR.L:AL M16 TRAINING

PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN VIETNAM
THEATE-R SOU.RCE

24OS TOTALS
ICONUS NO'N- CONUS

I l1B (Light Wpns

Infantryman) 13% (58) 28% ( 9) 14% (67)

IIC (Inf Indirect

Fire Crewman) 4% (18) 3% ( 1) 47 (19)

•IiD (Armor Intel

Specialist) 2% (8) 6% (2) 2% (10)

llG (Inf Senior

Sergeant) - (0) - (0) (0)

11H (Inf Direct
Fire Crewan) 1% (4) - (0) 1% (4)

31B & F (Radio

Mech & Com-
munication
Chief) 3% (13) - ( 0) 3% (131

36A (Wireman) 1% ( 3) 3% ( 1) 1% ( 4)

64A, B & C

7 & (l (Drivers) 3% (15) 6% ( 2) 4% (17)

71A & B (Clerk &Clerk Typist) 2% ( 9) 3% ( 1) 2% (10)

76K (Gen Supply

- Specialist) - (0) - (0) - (0)

94A & B (Cooks) 3% (15) 6% ( 2) 4% (17)

All Other Enl 67% (300) 44% (14) 65% (314)

1542 (Inf Off) C 1% ( 2) ( ) C1% C 2)

TOTALS 10021 (445) 100% (32)_ 10 47
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TABLE 8. THEATER SOURCE BY DUTY POSIT1OE FOR T 111=*Z~ WHO
INDICATED THEY PAD .OT RECEIVED ANY FOkMAL M116

TRAINING PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN VIETNAM1

THEATER SOURCE

DUT POSITION CONUS T NoN;-CoNUJS TT

Other or 71I30
No Response 73% (323) 53% (17) 71 (30

Rifleman 7% (33) 16% C5) 8% (38)

Grenadier 4 1% .I) - C0) <c1% 1)i

Auto Rifleman 1% (4) - (0) 1% (4)

Fire Te-,Ldr 2% ( 1) 3% ( 1) 3% ( 12)

Squad Ldr 10% ( 46) 16% ( 5) 11% ( 51)

(PL.±toof Sgt 2% ( 8) 3% ( 1) 2% (9)

Iiat LdrCO 1% C4) - (0) 1% (4)

'IRTO/Wire~an. 3% (15'.- 6% C2) 4% (17)

Armorer ('2 % ) 1% (47)

TOTALS 100% 45 07 (2 OO 47

TABLE 9. THEATER SOURCE BY GRADE FOR THODSE MEN WHO INDICATED
THEY HAD NOT RECEIVED AMY FORMAL 416 TRAINING

PRIOR TO ARRIVAL :iiVN A

I THEATER SOURCE
GRAE r 3NCNS TOIALS

Orher or
No Response 2% ( 8) - C0) 2% ( 8)

E-1 thru E-3 16% ( 69) 25% (8) 16% ( 77)

E-4. 47% (205) 41% (13) 45% (221)

E-5 27% (122) 22% ( 7) 27% (129) V
E-6 7% (29) 12% ( 4) 7. ( 33)

E-7 thru E-9 1% C5) - ( 0) 1% ( 5)

0-1lthru 0-4 11.( 4) - 0) 1% ( 4)

S - -- TOTALS 100g. (445) 100% (32) 100% (477)



TABLE 10. RECEIPT OF FOPMAL M!16 TRAINING BEFORE ARRIVAL IN VIETNA4 -

BY DEPLOY.,RE.T M.ONTH

MO NTH OF RECEIPT OF FORMIL M1:16 TRAINING BEFORE %N
DEPLOY--T YES NO TOTALS

Jan 68 96EE (153) 4 (6) B RA L I 159

Dec 67 98% (123) 2% (2) 100% 125

I Nov 67 93% (89) 7% (7) 100% 96

Oct 67 96% (107) 4% (5) 100. 112

1 Sep 67 87% (61) 13% (9) 100% 70

1Aug 67 83% (95) 17%r (19) 100% 114

Jul 67 92% (56) 8% (5) 100% 61

Jun 67 80% (74) 20% (18) 100% 92

May 67 85% (89) 15% (16) 100% 105

Apr 67 83% (86) 17% (18) 100% 104

- Mar 67 80% (139) 207 (35) 100. 174

Feb 67 58% (359) 427 (260) 100% 619

Jan 67 69% (37) 31% (17) 100. 54

Dec 66 62% (8) 38% (5) 100% 13

Nov 66 18% (2) 82% (9) 100% 11

Oct 66 43% (3) 57% (4) 100% 7
I -

Sep 66 40% (2) 60% (3) 100% 5j

Aug 66 31% (11) 69% (24) 100% 35

Jul 66 50% (7) 50% (7) 100. 14

Jun 66 80% (4) 20% (1) 100% 5

Il ViX|TOTALS 75-, (1505) 24-. (4 70) 100%. 19-75
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Maintenance and Supply

Adequate quantities of repair parts, cleaning materials and

equipment were generally available in Vietnam. However, unbalanced

distribution among depots occasionally resulted in temporaryA

shortages which affected using units. For example, some units

reported shortages of bore brushes with due-ins over two months

old, while the theater had not been totally out of stock since

i November 1967.

~Cleaning macerials such as the cleaning rod, lubricant, brushes,

i and patches, were generally available to the rifleman and he usually

carried most items with him in the field (see questions 5 and 6,

Sgection X). Pipe cleaners and bore cleaner, however, were often

not available.

~Unit armorers frequently did not accompany units into the

i field and as a consequence, field repair of weapons was neglected.

I Greater use of contact teams would reduce this problem and would

! als'o compensate for lack of skill among unit armorers.

~The quality of maintenance by the rifleman was directly

Sinfluenced by the degree of supervisory emphasis placed on care andA

I

cleaning within the unit. Men tended to clean their rifles two to
Athree times mor frequently than they cleaned their magazines and

ammition (Table ). This trend was encouraged through unit maintenance I
N m 1
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ff inspections which also emphasized the rifle rather than the entire

rifle system. Additional information regarding cleaning frequency

and unit inspections is displayed in questions 21, 26, and 28 of

Section X.

Survey data supports two product improvements presently

under development.

1. The desire for magazines of greater capacity than 20

rounds was frequently expressed.

2. On-weapon storage capacity for cleaning materials is

required. This was demonstrated by the data contained in question

6h of Section X, which indicates that there uas no means generally

satisfactory to the rifleman for carrying these materials.

Reliability and Accentabilitv.

A Failures to extract still occurred with enough frequency to

reduce confidence in the M16. (Table 5) Among those men sur-

veyed, 35 percent had experienced at least one such failure within

the previous four months (the average number of reported failures

was 4.8). Attempts to establish a statistically significant cor-

relation between failures and such possible causes as cleaning habits,

overlubrication, and the extent or recency of the user's mechanical

training were unsuccessful. The fact that it has been impossible

to statistically isolate the causitive factors from field survey data

28
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suggests that failures to extract were caused by more than 
one En

variable. That is, the problem was not with maintenance, ammunition,

or defective parts alone but was rather a combination of several

variables. Consequently, system reliability can be improved only

by continued product improvement and user effort. -S

A total of 42 percent of those surveyed indicated they had

Sexperienced at least one failure to lock. (OfL those reporting this

- failure, the average number of failures was 5.3; see question 12,

Section X.)

Half of the men reported having used the bolt assist and most

of these (69 percent) indicated that use of the bolt assist had

cleared the malfunction. (See question 13, Section X.)

Data relating to weapon performance and acceptability are shown

in the answers to questions 29, 30, and 31 of Section X. In general,

I men armed with the 16 in Vietnam rated this rifle's performance

high. Most frequently lauded were its light weight and its firepower.!U
However, many men entertained some misgivings about the M16's relia-

bility (33 percent of the men surveyed made adverse comments on

either the rifle's sensitivity or its reliability). When asked

what weapon they would prefer to carry in combat, 85 percent indicated

that they wanted either the 1116 or its submachine gun versaion, the

S)Q477El-2. The Office Secretary of Defense field survey conducted

five months earlier reported: "Less than one half of one percent of

29
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of all personnel interviewed stated that they would exchange their

M16 for another rifle." This difference in acceptance figures may

reflect differences in data collection techniques, The Office

Secretary of Defense survey derived its 99.5 percent acceptance

figure from personal interviews, primarily of leaders, rather

than from anonymous questionnaires completed by everyone armed with

the weapon. While the 85 percent acceptance figure obtained by this

survey does not show a particularly high level, of confidence

in the M16, continued introducticn of the chrome chambered model,

with its expected lower incidence of failures to extract, should

improve user confi,;nce. Many men who had recently received an

M16 with a hr ,-.e chamber indicated that the rifle was significantly

more reliable than earlier models they had used.

General Usage.

Test firing data displayed in Tables 2, 11, and 12 indicates:

i. Extent of test firing varied appreciably among units (this

is an activity strongly influenced by unit standard operating

procedures and command emphasis).

2. A greater percentage of leaders, from fire team to platoon

level, test fired than men within the rifle squads. (This fact

suggests that leaders know what should be done bvt do not always

insist upon performance from their men.)

30
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3. Maneuver battalions test fired more than other units -

87 percent of personnel in maneuver battalions indicated that they

test fired aq compared to 77 percent in other units.

Zeroing information contained in Tables 4, 13, 14, and 15

reflect:

I. Within the theater, 10 percent of the men armed with the

M16 had never zeroed their rifles. An additional 33 percent had

not confirmed their zero within three months. (USARV quarterly

training re rements include zeroing of rifles.)

2. There was no significant difference in zeroing trends by

duty position.

3. The need for zeroing was particularly pronounced within

maneuver battalions. Despite the fact that zeroing was done more

( frequently in maneuver battalions (see question 8 in Section X),

12 percent of the men in these battalions had never zeroed as

compared to 8 percent in other units. A rapid turnover in men

and more frequent exchanges of weapons probably contributed to

the greater need for zeroing within maneuver battalions than in

other units.

4. The zeroing history of men who have completed their 12

month tours in Vietnam is shown in Table 15. This table permits a

more accurate evaluation of zeroing frequency, since the total

31iC- 0 it N IA
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sample contains men with various lengths of time in Vietnam. Table

15 indicates that 10 percent of all men never zeroed, about half zeroed

quarterly (according to USARV directives), and about one-fourth

zeroed when their weapon was issued at the beginning of their tour

and never thereafter.

The average ammunition load carried was from 39 to 41 normal

consumption days of ammunition. Variance in the amount of ammuni-

tion carried was quite pronounced (loads varied from seven to over

40 magazines). Although user estimates of ammunition consumption

tend to be inflated, the survey data displayed in Table 16 support

the judgment that men carry more ammunition than they need.

Most men loaded 18 rounds in their magazines (the theater average

is 18.3 rounds).

The consumption ratio of ball to tracer ammunition varied

appreciably among units (Table 3) and unit averages were a product

of even wider differences among individuals, with many men firing

U." 100 percent tracer.

Men estimated that they used the automatic mode of fire about

j 34 percent of the time and that about 60 percent of their automatic

fire was expended in short bursts.
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t TABLE Ll. TEST FIRING BY DUTY POSITION

DUTY POSITION TEST FIRINGL
1

(Indicating They 22 Test Fire Rifles)

Other or No Response 78% (1013)

Rifleman 86% (361)

IGrenadier 100% ( 9)

Auto Rifleman 79% (29)

Fire Team Ldr 90% (103)

Squad Ldr 90% ( 232)

Platoon Sgt 97% ( 38)

Plat Ldr/CO *95% ( 21)

RTO/Wireman 83% ( 102)

Armorer 100% ( 3)

THEATER AVERAGE 82% (1911)

1. Numbers contained in parenthesis are total men responding to the question.

TABLE 12. TEST FIRING BY TYPE UNIT

- TYPE UNIT TEST FIRINGI.
-~ _ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ (% Indicating They DOl Test Fire Rifles)

Maneuver Battalion 87% (984)

Other 77% C926)

VTHEATER AVERAGE 82% (1910)

1. Numbers contained in parenthesis are total men responding to the question.
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TAB~LE 13. ZEROlING HISTt);.Y BY 1C.Y POSITION

ZEROING HlISTORYR

DUTY POSITION Total Mn~
Zevocd 41n I Zeroed Over Rcsponel1n,

Nver Zc-roed L.ast 3 Montb. 3 Monthis Ag;o to Q"estion

Othvr or No Respon .e 10% ( 95) 527 501) 387 (370) 100%/ 966

R if I c mnn 127 44) 67% (246) 217 ( 75) 1007 365

Grendier - (0) 50% ( 2) 50% ( 2) 1007. 4

Auto Rifle-rin 4% ( 1) 89", ( 25) 7% ( 2) 100%1 28

IFir(, Tea-i Ldr 12% ( 12) 62 ('/ 63) 26% ( 27-) 1007 102

Squad Ldr 8% ( 17) 59% ( 128) 33% ( -72) 100% 217

Platoon Sgt - (0) 56% (18) 44% (14) 1007 32

Plat LdrlCO 5% (1) 55% (11) 407 8) 100i. 20

RTO/Wircma~n 107 10) 62% (61) 287 28) 1007 99

Ariwrer - 0) 100% ( 3) - 0) 100% 3

S~ ~~~~~ = HAE VRG 0 180) 58i108 3% (598) J10,7. 1836

TABLE 14. ZEROING HIlSTORY BY TYPE UNIT ~

* TYPE UNIT Total Men
ZcrodZeroed W/in Zeroed Over Responding

Never Zeod Last 3 Mon~hs 3 Months, Ago to Questio.1

Maneuver Battalion 127 (112) 60% ( 573) 28% (267) 100%. 9,1_2

Other 8% (68) 55%. ( 4' 5) 387. (334) 1007 8 7

THEATER AVERAGE.(" 10. 80)- 58% (l0!8 ) j 337 (601) 100%7 18: 9

ii t
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TABLE 15. ZEROING HITRYB MONTH FOR ONLY THOSE HAVING

TIME SINCE ZEROING Z______ EROING HISTORY ____________

By By By 3 Months or Less
(In Months) Month Qu rter nod Over 3 Lfontbs

Never Zeroed 107.% 51) 10% C51) 10% (51)

1 20% (109)

2 18% (-96) 48% (261) 48% (261)

3 10% (56)

4 4% (24)

5 5% (26) 11% (61)

6 2% (11)

7 3% ( 15)

8 4% ( 21) 8% (44) 42% (227) R

9 1% (8)

10 1% C8)

11 3% ( 15) 23% (122)

I12 18% ( 99)

ITOTALS 100% 539 100% 539T 100% 539

-I (Average Time Since Zeroing) =4.96 months
i(Standard Deviation) a 4.39 months

I K
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TABLE 16. A1MMUNITION LOAD BY TYIPE UNIT

___________ UNITITEM Maneuver Bn All Other Theater

a. Total Rounds Carried 338 rounds 258 rounds 300 rounds

b. Total Magazines
Carried 16.6 magazines 11.3 magazines 14.0 magazines

C. Largest consumption 293 rounds/ 327 rounds/A' 308 rounds/day*
ever experienced in day day
a single day of comn-
bat

d. Total consumption 1040 rounds 750 rounds 878 rounds
K (within last 4

1Z months)

e. Average Daily consump- 8.67 rounds/ 6.25 rounds/ 7.32 rounds/day
tion(d f.120) day day

f. Ammunition Load: 39 days 41 days 41 days
Ave Consumption Dais
(a e

Kax Consumption days 1.15 days 0.79 days 0.97 davs
(aic)______________ _____ ___

1. This figure appears to be ai inflated estimate made by men who are
less experienced than those in maneuver battalions (it should be
smaller than the battalion figure of 293 rounds.)

N 36
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IX. Conclusions and Recommendations

Policies and directives throughout Vietnam which 6overn M16

training, supply, maintenance, and user care and cleaning were

generally adequate. Continued command supervision is necessary

to improve compliance with these directives.

With the exception of Vietnam-oriented advanced individual

training for infantrymen, all M16 training given to men prior to

deployment should be improved. Many leaders were hampered in meeting

their supervisory responsibilities by insufficient knowledge of

the M16. Frequently, riflemen received either poor M16 training

or none before they arrived in Vietnam. (Recently improved clearance

f Iprocedures within the continental United States have reduced!3

I the numbers of men who deploy without rifle training.) In order

to improve predeployment rifle training the following measures

should be taken:

-i j I. Accelerate introduction of M16 rifles and M16 training

Ifor all men in basic combat training at the earliest possible date.

2. Increase M16 instruction for supervisors in all schools

producing junior leaders: for example, NCO refresher courses,

officer candidate schools, and basic branch courses.

3. Establish procedures to insure receipt of M16 training

for men on intertheater transfer to Vietnam.

- - "- 37
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USARV required all replacements to complete the same 1-l6

training program. The large number of untrained replacements that

have arrived in Vietnam suggest use of two training programs, the

present one for most men and another and more intensive one for thel i totally untrained.

Unit armorers frequently lacked formal training and adequate

knowledge of M16 rifle maintenance. Provision for additional

training, perhaps through divisional schools or mobile training

teams from the 1st Logistical Command, should be made.

Men tended to clean their rifles two to three times more

frequently than their magazines. Corroded or dirty ammunition

and defective magazines seriously reduce rifle effectiveness. Unit

maintenance inspections should emphasize care of the entire rifle

system.

Adequate quantities of repair parts and cleaning materials

and equipment were generally available in Vietnam. However,

unbalanced distribution among depots occasionally resulted in

temporary shortages which affected rifle maintenance. Procedures

to achieve optimum distribution should be instituted.

Although individuals usually test fired their rifles, the

nature and frequency of such firing varied widely among and within

units. Test firing, when properly performed, will increase weapon

reliability. Significant improvement in rifle effectiveness will

38
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be achieved by:

1. Isolation of defective rifles and magazines through

periodic test firing by individuals in a combat zone. Design of

a standard test firing procedure to accomplish this purpose should

be developed by the Project Manager Rifles.

2. Continued command emphasis upon the importance of fre-

quent and properly conducted test firing.

Greater zeroing effort is required, particularly within

maneuver battalions. The average frequency of zeroing was every

4.96 monthis and 10 percent of the men had never zeroed their

rifles. Zeroing increases both hit probability arid user confi-

dence in his rifle. It also stimulates the appropriate use of

aimed fire. Verification of zero should be integrated with test

f Ifiring, since any object that can visibly register hits may serve

as a target.

IPerformance and acceptability data collected during the
survey indicate:

1. The M16's high rate of lethal fire and light weight are

qualities particularly suitable for the war in Vietnam.

i 2. Failures to extract still occurred with enough frequency to

reduce confidence in the M16. These failures apparently result

from a variety of causes. Factors which could contribute are in-

adequate maintenance, care and cl, .. ing, and control of ammunition

case hardness, or from pitted chambers, or defective parts. -

3 9[
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Consequently, both continued product improvement and user effort

are necessary.

3. Introduction of the chromed chamber appeared to reduce the

number of failures to extract. -owever, this improvement has not

been fielded long enough to permit adequate evaluation.

4. Most men armed with the M16 in Vietnam rated this rifle's

performance high, however, many men entertained some misgivings

about the M16's reliability. When asked what weapon tney preferred

I to carry in combat, 85 percent indicated that they wanted either

the M16 or its submachine gun version, the XML77El-2. (The M14

was preferred by 15 percent, while less than one percent wished

to carry either the Stoner rifle, the AK-47, the carbine or a

pistol.)

5. A field malfunction reporting system should be established

throughout USARV. While such a system does not produce reliability

-I data with laboratory precision, it does permit analysis of mal-

-= function trends and would contribute to further improvement in the

- reliability of the M16.

[ I -
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X. Frequency Distributions of Responses to Questionnaire

A series of frequency distributions displaying all responses

to each item of the questionnaire were prepared to support the

analysis. Each distribution is included in this section except

where consolidation permitted an omission. Additional information

1i is superimposed upon each of the inclosed distributions to assist

I in interpretation. (Instructions to assist interpretation of these

distributions are contained on the initial distribution, page 44.)

A listing of each frequency distribution prepared follows:'

Questionnaire Heading

Where from (theater source)

Major unit

Grade

Months in Vietnam

I MOS

- I - Duty position

Questions

1. Type and model of weapon used.

3.a. Was formal M16 training received before Vietnam?

b. Was formal M16 training received in Vietnam?

i 4.a. Hours mechanical training received before Vietnam

b. Hours of mechanical training received in Vietnam

c. Total hours of mechanical training received before

-1i- -i - and in Vietnam. CE

-C D.I DE,
=i ~ ~- .----
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5.a. to g. Do you have cleaning materials (cleaning rod, LSA,

chamber brush, bore brush, patches, pipe cleaners and bore cleaner)?

6.a. to g. Do you carry cleaning macerials (a. to g.)?

h. Where are cleaning materials carried?

7.a. Receipt of new buffer

b. Receipt of chrome chamber

8.a. to c. Zeroing history (maneuver battalions, all other,

and theater)

9.a. Total ball ammunition carried

b. Total tracer ammunition carried

c. Total ammunition carried (ball and tracer)

10. Lubrication of ammunition

ll.a. to c. Weeks since instruction on care and cleaning

of M16, ammunition, and magazines

12. Number of failures to lock

13.a. Use of bolt assist

b. Percentage of time use of bolt assist cleared probiem

14.a. to c. Number of magazines carried (maneuver battalions,

all others, and theater)

15. Percentage of fire in fully automatic mode

16. Percentage of automatic fire expended in short bursts

17.a. to c. Largest number of rounds expended in a single i

day of combat (maneuver battalions, all others, a.:d Lheater)

- -i-
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18.a. Was care and cleaning card received?

b. If issued, is card still in possession?

19. Test firing of individual weapons

20. Test firing schedule

21. M16 rifle cleaning trends

22. Number of rounds loaded in magazines

J1 23.a. to c. Total rounds fired within last four months

(maneuver battalions, all others, and theater)

24.a. to c. Failures to extract (maneuver battalions, all

others, and theater)

25.a. to c. Do rounds stick in chamber when left for periods

of 0-8 hours, 9-16 hours, or 17-24 r-ours?

26.a. Frequency of unit rifle inspections

b. Who conducts unit rifle inspections?

c. Are unit magazine and ammunition inspections conducted?

27. Amount of tracer ammunition fired

28. Magazine and ammunition cleaning frequency

29. Weapon performance

30.a. to e. What do you like about the M16 system?

31.a. to e. What do you dislike about the M16 system?

32.a. to c. Additional comments

4
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XI. Matrix Plots

A series of matrix plots which permitted correlation of re-

sponses to two or more questionnaire items were prepared to support

the analysis. Tables I through 16 (Section VIII) were developed

from these plots. A listing of each matrix print-out prepared

follows by subject area.

Reliability

1. Lubrication of ammunition vs failures to extract

2. Percent tracer vs failures to lock

3.a. Hours mechanical training (before Vietnam) vs failures -

to lock and extract 4

b. Hours mechanical training (in Vietnam) vs failures to

extr c. Total hours mechanical training vs failures to lock and

locextract

4. Time since last trained on M16 vs failures to lock and

extract

5. M16 cleaning trends vs failures to lock and extract

6. Magazine and ammunition cleaning trends vs failures to

lock and extract

7. Number of rounds expended within 4 months vs failures to extract

Supervision

I. M16 cleaning trends vs unit inspections of M16

2. Magazines and ammunition cleaning trends vs unit inspec-

tions of magazines and ammunition
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Training

1. Training received before arrival in Vietnam vs MOS

2. Training received before arrival in Vietnam vs months Z

in Vietnam

3. Of those not receiving training before arrival in Vietnam

("Nc" answer on question 3A)

a. Theater source vs duty position

b. Theater source vs MOS

c. Theater source vs grade

4. Of those receiving training before arrival in Vietnam

("Yes" answer on question 3A)

a. Duty position vs hours mechanical training before

Vietnam

b. MOS vs hours mechanical training before Vietnam

c. Duty position vs hours range firing before Vietnam

d. MOS vs hours range firing before Vietnam i
e. Duty position vs hours tactical training before

Vietnam

f. MOS vs hours tactical training before Vietnam

5. Of those receiving training in Vietnam

a. Duty position vs hours mechanical training in

- ° !Vietnam
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b. MOS vs hours mechanical training in Vietnam

c. Duty position vs hours range firing in Vietnam

d. MOS vs hours range firing in Vietnam

e. Duty position vs hours tactical training in Vietnam

f. MOS vs hours tactical training in Vietnam

6. Of those not receiving training either before arrival

in Vietnam or in Vietnam

Major unit vs Duty Position

Cleaning Materials

Of those having cleaning materials ("Yes" answer on question

5a to g)

1. to 7. Men who carry materials (a-g) vs MOS

Zeroing

1. Zeroing history vs MOS

2. Zeroing history vs duty position

3. Zeroing history vs time in Vietnam

4. Zeroing history vs type of unit (maneuver battalion

and other)

Ammunition Load

1. MOS vs ball ammunition load

2. MOS vs tracer ammunition load

3. lOS vs number of magazines carried

4. Type of unit (maneuver battalions and other) vs total

ammunition load

0 !CLASS!FIE"90 l
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General Usage

oe MOS vs percent of fire expended in fully automatic

mode

2. MOS vs percent of automatic fire expended in short

bursts
4Z

3. MOS vs largest number of rounds fired within I day of

combat

4. MOS vs percent tracer used

5. Duty position vs percent tracer used

6. Weapon preference vs MOS

7. Test firing vs duty position

8. Test firing vs type of unit (maneuver battalion and other)

Major unit

1. Major unit vs presence of new buffer

2. Major unit vs zeroing history

3. Major unit vs lubrication of ammunition

4. Major unit vs test firing

5. Major unit vs M16 cleaning trends*1
p 6. Major unit vs unit inspections of M16

SI - 17. Major unit vs magazine and ammunition cleaning trends

A 8. Major unit vs unit inspection of magazines and ammunition

- 9. Major unit vs percent tracer

;; ;-:1 0. Major unit vs failures to lock and extract

11. Major unit vs training received in Vietnam
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